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The Power of One
The first in a trilogy of whip-smart novels—currently in development as a TV series set to star
Sendhil Ramamurthy (NBC’s Heroes and Heroes Reborn)—about a destructive private
investigator and his eccentric coworkers, who handle cases so high-profile that they never
make the headlines. Ravi Chandra Singh is the last guy you’d expect to become a private
detective. A failed religious scholar, he now works for Golden Sentinels, an upmarket London
private investigations agency. His colleagues are a band of gleefully amoral and brilliant screwups: Ken and Clive, a pair of brutal ex-cops who are also a gay couple; Mark Chapman, a
burned-out stoner hiding a great mind; Marcie Holder, a cheerful former publicist; Benjamin
Lee, a techie prankster from South London; David Okri, an ambitious lawyer from a wellconnected Nigerian immigrant family; and Olivia Wong, an upper-class Hong Kong financial
analyst hiding her true skills as one of the most dangerous hackers in the world—all under the
watchful eye of Roger Golden, wheeler-dealer extraordinaire, and his mysterious office
manager, Cheryl Hughes. Thrust into a world where the rich, famous, and powerful hire him to
solve their problems and wash their dirty laundry, Ravi finds himself in over his head with
increasingly gonzo and complex cases – and the recent visions that he’s been having of Hindu
gods aren’t helping. As Ravi struggles to stay ahead of danger, he wonders if the things he’s
seeing are a delusion – or if he might, in fact, be an unrecognized shaman of the modern world

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai (light novel)
First with your head and then with your heart So says Hoppie Groenewald, boxing champion,
to a seven-year-old boy who dreams of being the welterweight champion of the world. For the
young Peekay, its a piece of advice he will carry with him throughout his life. Born in a South
Africa divided by racism and hatred, this one small boy will come to lead all the tribes of Africa.
Through enduring friendships with Hymie and Gideon, Peekay gains the strength he needs to
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win out. And in a final conflict with his childhood enemy, the Judge, Peekay will fight to the
death for justice.

Bless Me, Ultima
Some people are ordained for greatness Lexi is not one of those people. She's just trying to
get by - just trying to keep her unofficially adopted kids healthy and safe. But then Demigod
Kieran crashes into her life, and her whole world is turned upside down. He wants her help,
and her. Lexi's safe little world is now at risk..

The 3-Minute Rule
Bunny girls do not live in libraries. This is simply common sense. And yet, that's exactly where
Sakuta runs into one in the wild. More bewildering is who the bunny girl is: Mai Sakurajima, an
upperclassman and well-known actress currently taking a break from industry work. Wanting to
find out more about the mystery surrounding Mai (and maybe get a little closer to her in the
process), Sakuta launches an investigation to figure out what's making this bunny girl invisible
to everyone around them.

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai: Rascal does not dream of
randoseru girl
After losing her hard-earned profits to student council member Aoi Mibuomi, a penniless Mary
is given a chance to take it all back on just one condition: She must team up with Aoi to oust
the student council president! But in order to do so, she needs to first prove her skills in one of
the academy's most popular events-the Coupling Party! Will Mary be able to use her gambling
prowess to survive this dirty game of cupid?

Wandering Witch: The Journey of Elaina, Vol. 2 (light novel)
The central volume in Ivan Doig's acclaimed Montana trilogy, Dancing at the Rascal Fair is an
authentic saga of the American experience at the turn of this century and a passionate,
portrayal of the immigrants who dared to try new lives in the imposing Rocky Mountains. Ivan
Doig's supple tale of landseekers unfolds into a fateful contest of the heart between Anna
Ramsay and Angus McCaskill, walled apart by their obligations as they and their stormy kith
and kin vie to tame the brutal, beautiful Two Medicine country.

Kaguya-sama: Love Is War
Just before summer vacation begins, Sakuta encounters Shoko Makinohara, a junior high
school girl with the same name and face as his first love. But Shoko should be in college by
now. That's confusingand as if that wasn't bad enough, another strange Adolescence
Syndrome phenomenon seems to be occurring

Rent-A-Girlfriend 3
My Antonia is a novel by an American writer Willa Cather. It is the final book of the "prairie
trilogy" of novels, preceded by O Pioneers! and The Song of the Lark. The novel tells the
stories of an orphaned boy from Virginia, Jim Burden, and Antonia Shimerda, the daughter of
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Bohemian immigrants. They are both became pioneers and settled in Nebraska in the end of
the 19th century. The first year in the very new place leaves strong impressions in both
children, affecting them lifelong. The narrator and the main character of the novel My Antonia,
Jim grows up in Black Hawk, Nebraska from age 10 Eventually, he becomes a successful
lawyer and moves to New York City.

Rent-A-Girlfriend 1
A bildungsroman about a young Mexican-American boy, Antonio, in a New Mexican village
during the 1940s. He faces a choice that will determine the course of his entire life: to follow his
father's family's nomadic lifestyle, or to settle down to agriculture as his mother's family has
done.

Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World- Ex, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Bunny girls do not live in libraries. This is simply common sense. And yet, that's exactly where
Sakuta runs into one. Wanting to find out more about the mystery surrounding this bunny girl
and maybe get a little closer to her in the process, Sakuta launches an investigation to figure
out what's causing her to be invisible to everyone around them.

Rascal Does Not Dream of Petite Devil Kohai (light novel)
You can rent a girlfriend, but can you buy love? Hapless freshman Kazuya, reeling from a bad
breakup, buys a few hours at the aquarium with the beautiful, polite Chizuru. But rock bottom
might be so much lower than he thought! Family, school, and life all start to go wrong, and to
make matters worse, Chizuru is much more than the pretty face and sweet demeanor he
thought he'd bargained for! In today's Japan, "rental" services can deliver an afternoon with a
"friend," a "parent," even a fake girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his college girlfriend,
Kazuya gets just desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers how complicated it
can be to "rent" an emotional connection and his new "girlfriend," who's trying to keep her side
hustle secret, will panic when she finds out her real life and Kazuya's are intertwined in
surprising ways! It's sweet but naïve boy meets cute but ruthless girl in this 21st-century
manga rom-com!

Sin & Chocolate
Sakuta Azusagawa meets a bunny girl in the library and, wanting to find out more about this
mystery, he launches an investigation to figure out what is making her invisible to everyone.

The Walking Dead: Compendium 1
Sakuta may have cured Mai's Adolescence Syndrome in the nick of time, but now he faces a
no less harrowing task-convincing her to officially date him. After managing to win that round of
verbal fencing, he gets some well-deserved restonly to wake up "yesterday," with all his
progress reset. This inexplicable phenomenon seems to be centered on Tomoe Koga, and the
only cure is topretend to be her boyfriend?!

Blue Period 2
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"Forget what you saw today." There's something odd about Sakuta Azusagawa, an acerbic,
standoffish high schooler who doesn't even own a cell phone in this day and age. And perhaps
strange things happen to strange people, which is why on the last day of the Golden Week
holiday, in a tranquil library, he meets a wild bunny girl. With that unforgettable encounter, their
bizarre and mysterious love story begins.

Ascendance of a Bookworm: Part 3 Volume 4
Out of sight, out of mind! Bunny girls do not live in libraries. This is simply common sense. And
yet, that's exactly where Sakuta finds one in the wild. More bewildering is who the bunny girl is:
Mai Sakurajima, a girl one year older than Sakuta, famous at their school for her acting career
even though she's currently on break. To top it all off, it seems like no one else in the library
can see Mai at all, no matter what she does orwears. Wanting to find out more about this
mystery and maybe get a little closer to this beautiful upperclassman in the process, Sakuta
launches an investigation to discover why an unforgettable bunny girl keeps becoming totally
invisible.

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai (manga)
A prophet has is about to board a ship home after 12 years in exile, when he is stopped by a
group of people. His teachings to them, discussing love, marriage, crime, freedom and law
among many other aspects of everyday life, form the 26 poetic essays of Gibran's work. The
work has been a bestseller since its first publication.

The Prophet
Third-generation comic artist EMMA KUBERT partners with up-and-coming creator RUSTY
GLADD to deliver a high-fantasy epic! This new ONGOING SERIES follows a powerful
sorceress attempting to correct her greatest mistake the creation of a magical cat that can
travel through time, space, and reality. The cat threatens to unravel the fabric of the universe,
doesn't care, and just won't listen!

Konosuba: God's Blessing on This Wonderful World!, Vol. 11 (light novel)
Anime coming July 2020! You can rent a girlfriend, but can you buy love? Reeling from a bad
breakup, Kazuya rents the beautiful, polite Chizuru for a date. But rock bottom might be so
much lower than he thought! Chizuru is much more than the pretty face and sweet demeanor
he thought he'd bargained for In today's Japan, "rental" services can deliver an afternoon with
a "friend," a "parent," even a fake girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his girlfriend,
hapless freshman Kazuya gets just desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers
how complicated it can be to "rent" an emotional connection, and his new "girlfriend," who's
trying to keep her side hustle secret, will panic when she finds out her real life and Kazuya's
are intertwined in surprising ways! Family, school, and life all start to go wrong, too It's sweet
but naïve boy meets cute but ruthless girl in this 21st-century manga rom-com!

The Rising of the Shield Hero Volume 18
MISTLETOE AND MACHINATIONS School may be on vacation, but the scheming never
stops! Christmas draws near, and Karuizawa and Satou compete for Ayanokouji’s affections
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while new student council president Nagumo makes his first sinister moves. Don’t miss this
bonus volume of short stories, covering the events of a winter break that will decide the
balance of power in the upcoming third semester!

My Antonia
Darkly fascinating short novel depicts the struggles of a doubting, supremely alienated
protagonist in a world of relative values. Embraces moral, religious, political, and social
themes. Authoritative Constance Garnett translation. New introduction.

Inkblot #1
The guardians in sailor suits return in this definitive edition of the greatest magical girl manga
of all time! Features all-new cover illustrations by creator Naoko Takeuchi, a glittering
holographic coating, an extra-large size, premium paper, French flaps, and a newly-revised
translation! Ages 13 and up. Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she's never gotten good
grades, and, well, she's a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a
journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the
heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon
manga as never before in these extra-long editions (about 300 pages each).

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai: Rascal does not dream of
odekake sister
Myne throws everything she has at paper-making while helping at the gate and preparing for
Tuuli's baptism. She tries weaving faux-papyrus from fibers during winter and forming clay
tablets during the spring, but both fail. Still, her love for books isn't so weak that she'd give up
that easily. It's time to think up a Plan C! This is a bibliofantasy for all the bookworms of the
world!

Sailor Moon Eternal Edition 3
Perfect gift idea for otaku, manga lover, anime lover, people who love Japanese culture on
special occasions such as graduation, birthday, summer break, family day, etc.Perfect gift for
people who loves Japanese culture, anime apparel, manga, otaku, ramen, bonsai, samurai
spirit, sushi, sashimi, etc, on birthday, Christmas, Valentine's day, New Year's, Easter or
Halloween to impress Senpai or show how kawaii you are Features · 6" x 9" letter size ·
Premium Matte Soft Cover · Perfect Paperback Binding · 100 college-ruled lined pages · Get
Your Copy Today!

Notes from the Underground
After Rui suddenly breaks up with him, Natsuo, still unable to accept reality, runs into an
enigmatic woman. "Hey, why don't the two of us slip out of here?" A sudden breakup, and just
as suddenly, a new encounter, as Natsuo begins to walk a new forbidden path!

So I'm a Spider, So What?, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Want to deliver a pitch or presentation that grabs your audience’s ever-shrinking attention
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span? Ditch the colorful slides and catchy language. And follow one simple rule: Convey only
what needs to be said, clearly and concisely, in three minutes or less. That’s the 3-Minute
Rule. Hollywood producer and pitch master Brant Pinvidic has sold more than three hundred
TV shows and movies, run a TV network, and helmed one of the largest production companies
in the world with smash hits like The Biggest Loser and Bar Rescue. In his nearly twenty years
of experience, he’s developed a simple, straightforward system that’shelped hundreds—from
Fortune 100 CEOs to PTA presidents—use top-level Hollywood storytelling techniques to
simplify their messages and say less to get more. Pinvidic proves that anyone can deliver a
great pitch, for any idea, in any situation, so your audience not only remembers your message
but can pass it on to their friends and colleagues. You’ll see how his methods work in a wide
range of situations—from presenting investment opportunities in a biotech startup to pitching
sponsorship deals for major sports stadiums, and more. Now it’s your turn. The 3-Minute Rule
will equip you with an easy, foolproof method to boil down any idea to its essential elements
and structure it for maximum impact. Simplify. Say less. Get More.

Rascal Does Not Dream of Logical Witch (light novel)
Little sisters really are the best! With the Iris escort mission behind them, Kazuma and the
gang lounge in the lap of luxury at the royal palace. But, to no one's surprise, Kazuma
overstays his welcome, and the Royal Army has to get creative in their efforts to oust himAnd
later on, a wild Komekko appears! Bewildered by how Komekko ended up in Axel in the first
place, the party decides to look after her for a while. But once she starts gushing about how
amazing her big sister said Axel's adventurers are, the pressure forces them to suffer through
quest after troublesome quest! Just how far will they go to save face?

Ascendance of a Bookworm (Manga) Part 1 Volume 3
Sakuta Azusagawa meets a bunny girl in the library and, wanting to find out more about this
mystery, he launches an investigation to figure out what is making her invisible to everyone.

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai: Rascal does not dream of
hatsukoi shoujo
Naofumi obtains the mirror vassal weapon from Kizuna’s world, which can enhance abilities
through food. Now Naofumi and his allies start stuffing their faces for the sake of getting
stronger! But there’s a limit to how much volume they can stomach. Seeking food that can
better boost their abilities in smaller servings, the party heads to a town inhabited by a famous
chef. However, after a trivial comment, Naofumi finds himself facing down the chef in an all-out
cooking battle! “There’s nothing fair, and no rules in this place! That means only a master of
foul play and cunning will be the victor!” How will Naofumi’s cooking skills, so praised by his
allies, fare in this culinary challenge amid unknown surroundings? Get ready to feast on the
eighteenth volume of this still rising otherworld fantasy!

Rent-A-Girlfriend 2
Will Kaguya and Miyuki find a way to see each other sooner rather than later over summer
vacation? And is tweeting really an effective way to communicate with your crush? Then,
Kaguya’s overprotective staff try to prevent her from going to the fireworks festival with the
rest of the student council. Miyuki and Kaguya both try to find a way to enroll in the same
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elective class. And someone tries to celebrate someone else’s birthday with style! Some
people believe the stars determine your compatibility. -- VIZ Media

Classroom of the Elite (Light Novel) Vol. 7.5
How far can a fake relationship go? Mai is no longer invisible--she's acting again, and she
finally said yes when Sakuta asked her out for the millionth time. Life couldn't be better for
Sakutauntil he wakes up and finds himself reliving the morning before she agreed to date him!
Assuming this weird time slip to be another case of Adolescence Syndrome, Sakuta begins
searching for clues and stumbles upon the first-year Tomoe. Though the last time they saw
each other involved getting kicked in the butt, now she's desperately trying to avoid getting
asked out by the boy her friend is crushing on so she won't be ostracized. One ruse leads to
another, and soon news spreads that Sakuta is Tomoe's boyfriend. Now how is he going to
explain this to Mai?

Domestic Girlfriend 23
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora Neale
Hurston. It is considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely
Hurston's best known work.

Dancing at the Rascal Fair
Anime coming July 2020! You can rent a girlfriend, but can you buy love? Reeling from a bad
breakup, Kazuya rents the beautiful, polite Chizuru for a date. But rock bottom might be so
much lower than he thought! Chizuru is much more than the pretty face and sweet demeanor
he thought he'd bargained for In today's Japan, "rental" services can deliver an afternoon with
a "friend," a "parent," even a fake girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his girlfriend,
hapless freshman Kazuya gets just desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers
how complicated it can be to "rent" an emotional connection, and his new "girlfriend," who's
trying to keep her side hustle secret, will panic when she finds out her real life and Kazuya's
are intertwined in surprising ways! Family, school, and life all start to go wrong, too It's sweet
but naïve boy meets cute but ruthless girl in this 21st-century manga rom-com!

Kakegurui Twin, Vol. 2
Yatora is the perfect high school student, with good grades and lots of friends. It's an effortless
performance, and, ultimatelya dull one. But he wanders into the art room one day, and a lone
painting captures his eye, awakening him to a kind of beauty he never knew. Compelled and
consumed, he dives in headfirst--and he's about to learn how savage and unforgiving art can
be. --

Rent-A-Girlfriend 4
The Walking Dead Compendium is here! Since 2003, Robert Kirkman's The Walking Dead has
been redefining the survival horror genre with its unique and vivid account of life after the end
of the world. Although the cast is diverse and often changing (including, of course, a great
number of zombies), at the heart of every tale is Rick Grimes: former police officer, husband,
father, and de facto leader of a ragtag band of survivors looking to make a future for
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themselves in a world that no longer has one. To call The Walking Dead a zombie tale is
accurate to a point, but it touches on only one facet of a story that asks timeless questions
about what it means to live. It also asks whether or not this is possible in a world full of the
dead. This is a great opportunity to experience this gripping read for the first time or catch up
on the tale with the first four years worth of material, collected in one volume for the first time.
The first eight volumes of this fan-favorite series collected into one massive collection. This
volume collects THE WALKING DEAD #1-48.

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai
The bestselling series from author Tappei Nagatsuki continues in this spin-off where some of
your favorite characters capture the spotlight!

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl-senpai, Vol. 1 (light novel)
Anime coming July 2020! You can rent a girlfriend, but can you buy love? Reeling from a bad
breakup, Kazuya rents the beautiful, polite Chizuru for a date. But rock bottom might be so
much lower than he thought! Chizuru is much more than the pretty face and sweet demeanor
he thought he'd bargained for In today's Japan, "rental" services can deliver an afternoon with
a "friend," a "parent," even a fake girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his girlfriend,
hapless freshman Kazuya gets just desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers
how complicated it can be to "rent" an emotional connection, and his new "girlfriend," who's
trying to keep her side hustle secret, will panic when she finds out her real life and Kazuya's
are intertwined in surprising ways! Family, school, and life all start to go wrong, too It's sweet
but naïve boy meets cute but ruthless girl in this 21st-century manga rom-com!

Rascal Does Not Dream of Petite Devil Kohai (manga)
Sakuta Azusagawa meets a bunny girl in the library and, wanting to find out more about this
mystery, he launches an investigation to figure out what is making her invisible to everyone.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
I used to be a normal high school girl but in the blink of an eye, I woke up in a place I've never
seen before and-and I was reborn as a spider?! How could something that's nothing more than
a tiny spider (that's me) possibly survive in literally the worst dungeon ever? Are there no
rules? There should be some rules! Who the hell is responsible for this? SHOW YOUR FACE!

Her Nightly Embrace
It's not about the destination A runaway princess, a zombie nation, a divine cat, and lots and
lots of bread. These are just a few of the many highlights that color the travels of our young
witch. Each place she visits is a new story waiting to be told, rife with encounters that are
anything but typicalÑand rarely ending the way anyone expects. Such is the magic of
wandering, you see. You never know quite where you'll end up. A tale can take a turn at any
moment and become something else entirely

Rascal Does Not Dream of Bunny Girl Senpai (manga)
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Spring is the season when love blooms! Rozemyne's retainers are bursting with energy as they
make clothes, attend their debuts, and shine in the new season. The improved printing press is
finally completed in the temple workshop, and the variety of available books is steadily
beginning to expand. Picture books, collections of sheet music, knight stories—all are now
being sold. Their first aim is to further develop the paper-making industry in preparation for the
spread of printing across the entire duchy. To this end, Rozemyne's party travels to Illgner,
hoping to teach them how to make paper while also researching new materials to use. As the
environment around Rozemyne slowly improves, the archduke's older sister arrives for a visit,
shrouding Ehrenfest in an air of unease. Everything changes in this volume of this bibliofantasy as nobles emotionally clash and the conclusion of Part 3 approaches! Including two
newly written short stories and a four-panel manga drawn by You Shiina!
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